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ABSTRACT
A radio frequency identifier (RFID) system consists of inex-
pensive, uniquely-identifiable tags that are mounted on physi-
cal objects, and readers that track these tags (and hence these
physical objects) through RF communication. For many per-
formance measures in large-scale RFID systems, the set of
tags to be monitored needs to be properly balanced among all
readers. In this paper we, therefore, address this load bal-
ancing problem for readers — given a set of tags that are
within range of each reader, which of these tags should each
reader be responsible for such that the cost for monitoring
tags across the different readers is balanced, while guaran-
teeing that each tag is monitored by at least one reader. We
first present centralized solutions to different variants of this
load balancing problem. We show that a generalized variant
of the load balancing problem is NP-hard and hence present
a 2-approximation algorithm. We next present an optimal
centralized solution for a specialized variant. Subsequently,
we present a localized distributed algorithm that is probabilis-
tic in nature and closely matches the performance of the
centralized algorithms. Finally we present detailed simula-
tion results that illustrate the performance of the localized
distributed approach, how it compares with the centralized
optimal and near-optimal solutions, and how it adapts the
solution with changes in tag distribution and changes in the
reader topology. Our results demonstrate that our schemes
achieve very good performance even in highly dynamic large-
scale RFID systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Radio frequency identifier (RFID) as a short-range radio

technology for automated data collection is becoming an
integral part of our life. Since its first emergence back in
1960s [15], advances in VLSI technology have enabled mas-
sive manufacture of RFID devices at extremely low costs.
Nowadays, RFID has found hundreds of applications such as
inventory management, supply chain automation, electronic
toll collection, anti-theft of automobiles and merchandise,
access control and security, etc.

Usually, RFID systems are composed of two types of de-
vices: simple, inexpensive, and uniquely-identifiable tags and
more powerful readers. Both tags and readers have an an-
tenna for radio communication with each other. Readers
communicate with the tags to detect them in their physi-
cal vicinity. Each tag has a small amount of memory which
stores its unique identifier as well as some useful data. In typ-
ical RFID applications, tags are attached (embedded) onto
(into) targets of interest so that the host targets can be ef-
fectively monitored by the system using tag readers. For
example, the unique identifier of a tag can serve in place of
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Figure 1: An example RFID system. Square nodes
represent readers and round nodes represent tags.

the UPC bar code of an item in Walmart stores, and the tag
is attached to that item for monitoring purpose. By read-
ing the tag periodically using tag readers, the system is thus
able to effectively monitor and manage all the tagged items.
The architecture of such an RFID system is illustrated in
Figure 1, where a central repository can gather data from
readers through multi-hop wireless communication. In some
RFID applications, tags may even be equipped with neces-
sary modules to collect dynamically changing data about the
object or environment into (onto) which they are embedded
(attached).

In increasingly deployed large-scale RFID systems, each
RFID reader is responsible for retrieving data from a large
number of RFID tags within its vicinity. After a reader sends
out a tag poll message, if multiple tags respond simultane-
ously, radio interference at the reader will typically result in
a failed transmission. In order to solve this problem many
anti collision schemes like binary tree-walking protocol [17]
and Q protocol [1] have been proposed. Even under such
optimizations, the cost at each reader is proportional to the
number of number of tags it is responsible to read. For vari-
ous performance measures, it is important to design effective
load balancing schemes for distributing tags among readers
as evenly as possible.

For example, consider the case where the readers are battery-
powered. In this case, more the number of tags assigned to
each reader, the greater is its rate of energy depletion. In
particular, as the distribution of tags to readers gets more
skewed, some heavily loaded readers will exhaust all of its
battery-power fairly quickly, leading to loss of coverage. Sim-
ilarly, if each tag in the system is monitored periodically,
then a reader with a higher load of tags will be able to mon-
itor its tags less frequently. This will lower the average mon-
itoring frequency of the system.

In this paper, we consider the problem of assigning tags
to readers in order to minimize the maximum total cost
required at any reader to retrieve data from its assigned
tags. For different performance measures, the cost met-
ric can model different physical quantities. For example, if



energy efficiency is the performance measure for a battery-
powered RFID system, then the cost models the energy ex-
pended by each reader to monitor all of its tags. Equiva-
lently, this will maximize the lifetime of the system until the
first failure of some reader due to battery depletion. For
simplicity, we refer to this problem as the min-max cost as-
signment (MCA) problem.

In many cases, the readers may use a fixed transmission
power for their interactions. In such cases, the objective
of the MCA problem is simply to minimize the maximum
number of tags assigned to any reader. Clearly, this problem
is a special case of the MCA problem, where the energy cost
of sending a message to any tag (in vicinity) is always fixed
to be the same. For simplicity, we refer to this problem as
the min-max tag count assignment (MTA) problem.

In either case, a load balancing scheme cannot be consid-
ered scalable (hence practical in large-scale systems), if it
involves high complexity and overheads and is centralized
in nature. This is because, in typical deployments, e.g., in
a warehouse, the number of monitored tags can be in mil-
lions. Therefore, designing efficient distributed load balanc-
ing schemes becomes a critical issue in the implementation
of large-scale RFID systems.

Problem uniqueness and key contributions
In this paper, we address these load balancing problems in
the context of very inexpensive (few cents) passive tags, i.e.,
tags that have no power source of its own and have very
limited capabilities. Due to their low costs, it is practical to
attach these tags to almost any object and are gaining great
popularity in supply chain and inventory management ap-
plications. Therefore, it is not difficult to envision hundreds
of these tags in very small areas, thereby making the load
balancing problem particularly important. Passive tags com-
municate by using the reader-generated inductively-coupled
electromagnetic field. They support a very small set of op-
erations including: (i) a reader can store some value in the
tag, (ii) it can query the tag for stored values, and (iii) it can
ask the tag to respond in a probabilistic manner (based on
a probability that the reader announces). Existing reader-
tag communication protocols, e.g., those defined in the EPC
Generation 2 UHF RFID specifications [1] use this set of op-
erations to implement necessary communication functions.
In fact, these hard limits of tag capability distinguish prob-
lems that arise in the domain of RFID systems with passive
tags to sensor networking problems. (We comment on the
practicality of our developed algorithms under these con-
straints in Section 6.)

Under these constraints, we make the following key con-
tributions to the problem of load balancing in large-scale
passive-tag based RFID systems:

• We show that even with centralized knowledge about
the system, the general MCA problem is NP-hard and
cannot be approximated within a factor less than 3

2 . An
efficient 2-approximation algorithm is then presented
for obtaining a solution that typically comes very close
to the optimum and is guaranteed to be within 2 times
the optimum in the worst case. We show that the
MTA problem is polynomially solvable with centralized
knowledge, and present a conceptually very simple al-
gorithm for optimally solving MTA in polynomial time.

• In practice, localized1 algorithms are often preferred

1A localized algorithm is a distributed algorithm where each node
only needs knowledge about its immediate neighbors.

because of their low complexity and overhead. We,
therefore, also propose a simple and effective localized
scheme for these problems that can be practically im-
plemented in passive RFID tag systems. Our localized
scheme is probabilistic and tag driven. By considering
the load on the readers, the tags decide which reader
to report to. Topology changes caused by join/leave
of tags can be efficiently handled as well. Our results
demonstrate that this low cost scheme can achieve very
good performance even in highly dynamic large-scale
passive RFID systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives an overview of the RFID technology and an brief exper-
imental evaluation that motivate our work. System models
and problem definitions are presented in Section 3. In Sec-
tion 4, we present our results for the MCA problem and the
MTA problem. Our localized scheme is presented in Sec-
tion 5. In Section 6, we describe how the proposed schemes
can be implemented. In Section 7, we evaluate the per-
formance of our schemes. After reviewing related work in
Section 8, we conclude the paper in Section 9.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
RFID systems comprise of readers and tags which com-

municate with each other using radio waves. Tags can be
classified into various types depending upon their capabili-
ties. Passive tags(Class-1) do not have any power source of
their own but use the energy of the reader, Semi-Passive tags
have an integral power source so can communicate with the
reader over a larger distance and Active tags can communi-
cate to each other and have ad-hoc networking capabilities.
In this paper we will be dealing with inexpensive (few cents)
Class 1 passive tags compliant to EPC Generation 2 UHF
RFID specifications [1].

In a supply chain management scenario, where readers are
deployed to monitor the objects in the inventory, readers
need to periodically detect the presence (or absence) of the
corresponding tags. To achieve this goal, each reader first
‘singulates’ (detects EPC identity) tags in its vicinity, e.g.,
using the Q protocol [1]. Subsequently it can ’select’ to ’read’
these tags periodically for their presence based on matching
bit sequence in EPC or User Memory. If no communication
is possible with a singulated tag for a period of time, the tag
is assumed to have departed from the reader’s vicinity.

We first present an experimental evaluation of reader per-
formance with increasing tag density that illustrates the need
for efficient load balancing algorithms in large-scale RFID
systems. In these experiments, we used the Alien ALR-9800
Generation 2 reader and ALL-9440 Squiggle tags [2]. The
reader has a maximum read range of about 12 feet when
operated at maximum RF power (1 Watt in this case). The
reader provides software-controlled digital attenuation that
reduces the emitted power but not the return signal. Thus,
the read range of the reader can be varied by varying the
attenuation. he RF attenuation value ranges from 0 (no
attenuation, maximum power) to 160 (maximum attenua-
tion,minimum power), in increments of 10, each representing
an additional 1 dB of RF attenuation.

In our experiment, the Squiggle tags were kept at distance
of 6 feet from the reader antenna and the attenuation was
0 (max power). Figure 2 shows that the average read rate
of tags for a single reader decreases rapidly as the number of
tags increases. Note that in the read rate shown in the plot
is normalized to the case of a single tag in the system.

Since tag read rates fall sharply with increasing volume of
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Figure 2: Decay in read-rate with increasing tag
density. Experimental evaluation using off-the-shelf
commercial readers and passive tags.

tags, it is important that tag reading tasks be distributed
to readers in a load balanced way. In addition, for accurate
inventory management, it would be preferred that only one
reader be responsible for reading each tag. In this paper, we
propose load balancing algorithms that would meet these
objectives.

3. FORMULATION
For the purpose of assigning tags to readers, we only need

to consider links between tags and readers. Thus, the RFID
system can be modeled as a bipartite graph G = (U ∪V, E),
where U = {u1, u2, · · · , um} denotes the set of m readers and
V = {v1, v2, · · · , vn} denotes the set of n tags. Moreover,
communication between tags and readers are bi-directional,
and thus the bipartite graph is an undirected graph. There
is an (undirected) edge (ui, vj) between reader ui and tag
vj if only if they can communicate with each other. Each
edge (ui, vj) has a non-negative energy cost cij representing
the energy cost of reader ui to read tag vj once. In prin-
ciple, cij can also represent other meaningful metrics. For
each reader ui, let N(ui) denote the set of tags it can read.
Similarly, let N(vj) denote the set of readers that can read
tag vj . Note that our model is sufficiently general to allow
any communication range pattern, like the irregular patterns
where the effective transmission range of any node may not
be the same in all directions.

Problem definitions: In this paper, we study the min-max
optimization problem where our goal is to find an assignment
ϕ : V → U of each tag vj to some reader ui = ϕ(vj) such
that the maximum total energy cost

Ci =
∑

1≤j≤n
ui=ϕ(vj)

cij

over all readers is minimized. We refer to this problem as
the min-max cost assignment (MCA) problem. Note that
although we use energy cost as an example, in general cij

can represent any meaningful performance metric (e.g. the
amount of time that it takes reader ui to retrieve data from
tag vj). To facilitate our discussion, we here formally define
the decision version of MCA as follows.

INSTANCE Bipartite graph G = (U ∪ V, E), a
cost cij ∈ Z+ for each edge (ui, vj) and a bound
B ∈ Z+.
QUESTION Is there an assignment ϕ : V → U

such that for each ui ∈ U ,
∑

1≤j≤n
ui=ϕ(vj)

cij ≤ B?

Note that the min-max tag count assignment (MTA) prob-
lem is a special case of the MTA problem, where readers
cannot adjust their transmission power and thus each edge
has a fixed unit energy cost, namely cij = 1.

4. CENTRALIZED SCHEMES
In this section, we formally analyze the complexity of the

MCA problem and the MTA problem in the centralized set-
ting. We prove that even in the restricted unit-disk graph
(UDG) model, the MCA problem is NP-hard and that there
does not exist any efficient approximation algorithm for the
MCA problem that can achieve an approximation ratio less
than 3

2 . In the UDG model, the communication range of all
readers and tags are assumed to be the same, and equal to r.
Thus, a reader and a tag can communicate with each other
if and only if they are physically separated by a distance no
greater than r. Since UDG is a special class of graphs, the
NP-hardness and inapproximability results obviously hold
for general graphs as well. Note that the UDG model is
used only for proving the complexity results; the tag assign-
ment schemes presented later in the paper are applicable to
any arbitrary communication model, however. For the MTA
problem, we show that it is polynomially solvable even in the
general graph model, and present a conceptually very simple
algorithm based on network flow for computing the optimal
solution.

4.1 Min-max Cost Assignment (MCA)
The NP-hardness of MCA in the UDG model follows from

a reduction from the PARTITION problem; the reduction
is discussed in [9]. Given the NP-hardness of MCA, our
goal is to design an efficient approximation algorithm for
the problem. Any lower bound on the achievable approxi-
mation ratio, which can give us some idea of the inapprox-
imability of the problem, is of interest to us as well. It turns
out even in the general graph model, we can easily design
a 2-approximation algorithm for MCA by reducing to the
minimum multiprocessor scheduling (MMS). Since the UDG
model is a special case of the general graph model, the 2-
approximation algorithm automatically applies in the UDG
model as well.

In MMS, we are given a set T = {t1, t2, · · · , tn} of tasks
and a set P = {p1, p2, · · · , pm} of processors. Each task
tj ∈ T has a positive length lij ∈ Z+, which represents the
amount of time needed to execute task tj (completely) on
processor pi. A schedule φ : T → P is an assignment of each
task tj ∈ T to some processor pi ∈ P . The execution time
on processor pi is thus the total execution time of all the
tasks assigned to it. The finish time of a schedule φ is the
maximum execution time over all processors. Our objective
in MMS is to find a schedule φ such that the finish time is
minimized.

Given an instance of MCA, we transform it into an in-
stance of MMS as follows.

(1) For each reader ui ∈ U , create a processor pi ∈ P .
(2) For each tag vj ∈ V , create a task tj ∈ T .
(3) For each pair of reader ui and vj , let lij = cij if

(ui, vj) ∈ E and let lij = ∞ otherwise.
Without loss of generality, let A denote the best known ap-

proximation algorithm for MMS whose approximation ratio
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Figure 3: Transformation from MTA to MNF.

is α. Our α-approximation algorithm for MCA is composed
of three phases.

(1) Transform the input MCA instance into an MMS in-
stance as described above.

(2) Apply A on the constructed MMS instance to compute
a schedule φ.

(3) Define an assignment ϕ for the given MCA instance
such that for each pair of reader ui and tag vj

ϕ(vj) = ui ⇐⇒ φ(tj) = pi.

Then the maximum total cost C derived from ϕ satisfies
C ≤ α ·OPTmms = α ·OPTmca (proof is omitted here due to
space constraints, and can be found in [9]). Using this pro-
cedure, the 2-approximation algorithm for MMS proposed
by Lenstra et al. [16] will result in a 2-approximation to the
MCA problem as well. The authors in [16] also show that
MMS cannot be approximated within a factor less than 3

2 ,
unless P = NP . We can show that even in the restricted
UDG model the same inapproximability bound holds for
MCA, simply by reducing MMS to MCA (see [9] for details).

4.2 Min-max Tag count Assignment (MTA)
In the previous section, we have proved that the general

MCA problem is NP-hard. In this section, we study the
MTA problem, which is an interesting special case of MCA
where link costs are all the same. Specifically, we show that
MTA is polynomially solvable even in the general graph
model, and present a conceptually simple algorithm based
on network flow for computing the optimal solution.

At the high level, our MTA algorithm is essentially an
iterative binary search process; in each iteration, we test
some specific load B to see if there exists some assignment
ϕ : V → U such that the number of tags assigned to any
reader is no more than B. If it is the case, we decrease
the value of B; otherwise, we increase the value of B. This
iterative process will converge and result in minimizing the
maximum load on the readers.

Next, to solve the feasibility test of B, or a decision ver-
sion of the MTA problem, we construct an instance of the
MNF problem as follows (an example of the transformation
is shown in Figure 3).

(1) Create a virtual source s and a virtual sink t.
(2) For each reader ui ∈ U in the given MTA instance,

create a reader node ui in the MNF instance. Connect the
source s with each reader node using an edge of capacity B.

(3) For each tag vj ∈ V in the given MTA instance, create
a tag node vj in the MNF instance as well. Connect the sink
t with each tag node using an edge of capacity 1.

(4) For each edge (ui, vj) in the given MTA instance, create
its counterpart in the MNF instance and assign it a capacity
of 1.

We can show that there exists an assignment ϕ satisfy-
ing the bound B in the given MTA instance if and only if
the maximum flow that can be routed from s to t in the
constructed MNF instance is exactly n (see [9] for details).
Note that it is not possible to route a flow larger than n from
s to t since the sink t is only incident to n incoming edges
each having a capacity of 1.

We can now simply apply a standard maximum flow al-
gorithm [8] on the constructed MNF instance. Since B is
upper bounded by n, a binary search algorithm to find the
optimum B will require O(log n) runs of the maxflow algo-
rithm.

5. LOCALIZED SCHEME (LPA)
Although the centralized algorithms presented in the pre-

vious section possess nice performance properties, in prac-
tice it is often of much interest to deploy a light-weight dis-
tributed scheme that delivers reasonably good performance.
In this section, we meet this challenge by designing such a
distributed scheme, which can also handle dynamic updates
(i.e., join/leave of tags/readers) efficiently. Before we pro-
ceed to present the detailed design of our scheme, we first
examine some relevant design issues that must be addressed.
Our answers to these issues naturally lead to our design.

5.1 Design issues
Randomized vs Deterministic: So far we have been fo-

cused on deterministic centralized solutions, where each tag
is bound with a fixed reader once it is assigned to it. It is
not hard to see that we can do better than this by employ-
ing randomized schemes, where each tag may be assigned to
multiple readers with some probability. When data is being
retrieved from a tag, it flips a coin and decides based on
the outcome to which reader it should report. In the long
run, the expected load on each reader can potentially be de-
creased. For a simple example, consider a system consisted
of two readers and three tags. Each tag can be assigned to
any reader. In the optimal deterministic assignment, one
reader must receive two tags while the other reader receives
one. If we adopt a randomized approach, we can assign each
tag to each reader with equal probability. The long term av-
erage load on each reader sums up to 1.5 only, which is more
load balanced than the optimal deterministic assignment.

Tag-driven vs Reader-driven: Before we proceed to de-
sign a randomized scheme as described above, there is an-
other key design problem that we cannot ignore. Specifically,
there are two possible approaches to the design of a ran-
domized scheme: tag-driven and reader-driven. In the tag-
driven approach, each tag probabilistically decides to which
reader it should report. In the reader-driven approach, each
reader probabilistically determines if it should read a tag in
its vicinity or not. While these two approaches may seem
equally light-weight, we prefer the tag-driven approach. Be-
cause in the tag-driven approach we can easily guarantee
that every tag will be read by some reader, while in the
reader-driven approach some tags may not be read by any
reader. Because there is always a positive probability that
every reader decides to ignore those tags.

5.2 Basic scheme
In light of these observations, we propose the localized

probabilistic assignment (LPA) scheme, a very simple local-
ized scheme for finding such a tag-driven probabilistic as-
signment of tags to readers. In this localized scheme, each
tag only knows which readers are in its vicinity and what is



the load on those readers. Similarly, each reader only knows
which tags are in its vicinity and how much (expected) load
is each of these tags putting on itself. In order to achieve
a more load balanced assignment, in a tag-driven scheme
each tag should decide its probability of reporting to some
reader based on the load on the latter. If a reader in vicinity
has a relatively high load (compared with other readers in
vicinity), the tag should report to it with a relatively low
probability.

Based on these intuitions, the LPA scheme is designed as
follows. Specifically, each reader ui computes and announces
in its polling message the total cost of its incident edges,
denoted by

li =
∑

vj∈N(ui)

cij .

After collecting this total cost from each reader in its vicin-
ity, each tag vj computes the probability pij of reporting to
reader ui by

pij =





∑

uk∈N(vj)

lk



 − li

∑

uk∈N(vj)

lk
×

1

|N(vj)| − 1
(1)

It can be verified that for each tag vj ,
∑

ui∈N(vj)

pij = 1.

Therefore, every tag is guaranteed to be read by some neigh-
boring reader in its vicinity, if we ignore communication er-
ror at this point. Suppose N(vj) = {ui1 , ui2 , · · · , uid

} is the
set of readers in the vicinity of tag vj . We can view all
the pikj ’s of tag vj in the form a vector (pi1j , pi2j , · · · , pidj),
which we refer to as the probabilistic binding vector (PBV)
of tag vj . To facilitate later discussion, we refer to such an
interactive process between tags and readers as a round of
load balancing. We also assume that each tag vj will record
the load li of each reader ui in N(vj), and refer to the vector
(li1 , li2 , · · · , lid

) as the neighbor load vector (NLV) of tag vj .
In the basic LPA scheme we have described so far, each

tag vj can be assigned to any reader that can cover vj with
maximum transmission range. A possible improvement is
the following greedy assignment approach, where readers in-
crease their transmission power from a minimum value to
the maximum transmission power in certain predefined in-
crements. At each transmission power level, readers probe
tags in their current transmission range. If a tag is now
probed but has never been probed before, it records as its
candidate readers the readers that have probed itself at this
transmission power level. It is clear that the candidate read-
ers of a tag are the readers that can reach that tag at the
minimum transmission power level among all the transmis-
sion power levels that are tested in the greedy assignment
approach. Subsequently, in the LPA scheme, each tag will
only consider reporting to its candidate readers instead of all
readers that can cover it with maximum transmission range.
We evaluate the performance of this greedy assignment ap-
proach with different increments in our results.

5.3 Self-adaptive mechanism
Our discussion so far has been conducted on the basis of

a static topology. However, in many real applications a load

balancing scheme should be able to effectively handle fre-
quent topology changes due to a number of different causes.
For examples, readers may be turned on/off from time to
time according to some power conserving strategy [6], exist-
ing tags may leave (e.g. due to merchandise) and new tags
may join (e.g. when automobiles carrying tags enter the
monitoring zone), etc. To facilitate our discussion, we make
the following assumptions about typical RFID systems.

(1) Readers and tags are stationary or semi-mobile. There-
fore, topology changes are assumed to be caused by join/leave
of readers/tags instead of mobility. Nevertheless, our design
does allow readers and tags to be be moved from time to
time. Such move can be handled as if readers/tags leave and
then join at their new location.

(2) Data retrieval is primarily done in a periodic round-
by-round fashion. During each round of data retrieval, every
tag should be read by at least some reader. In order to en-
able effective load balancing and self-adaptive management,
readers should announce its presence through polling mes-
sages or announcement messages if necessary.

To be practically useful, a localized assignment scheme
should be able to handle such topology changes in a self-
adaptive manner. Here, we extend our LPA scheme to in-
corporate such a self-adaptive mechanism.

Reader join: When a reader ui joins the system and has
been ready for retrieving data from tags, it broadcasts a mes-
sage announcing that its current load is li = 0. Upon receiv-
ing this announcement, each tag in its vicinity expands its
NLV to include it. Based on the current load of other readers
stored in its NLV, the tag computes a new PBV according
to Equation (1). During the next round of data retrieval,
the tag will probabilistically report to its neighboring read-
ers including the new reader according to its new PBV. The
announcement message broadcast by the new reader is the
only overhead of handling its join.

Tag join: When a new tag joins a system operating in the
passive mode, it can wait until the following round of data
retrieval, during which it overhears polling messages from all
readers in its vicinity. Based on the load value announced
in the overheard polling messages, the new tag defines its
own NLV and PBV. During the next round of data retrieval,
the tag will be able to participate as usual. No additional
message is needed to handle the tag join.

Reader/Tag leave: After each round of data retrieval,
each reader and tag automatically obtains up-to-date knowl-
edge about its vicinity. Their load, NLV and PBV are then
updated based on this up-to-date knowledge. If a reader or
tag leaves the system, it will be automatically detected at
least after the next round of data retrieval. Therefore, no
additional processing is needed to handle reader/tag leaves.

5.4 An iterative optimization
Although this simple one-round localized scheme works

well on average, it can be shown that even in the restricted
UDG model, its load balancing performance can be arbitrar-
ily bad in the worst case, even for the MTA problem which
is just a special case of the general MCA problem. To see
that, consider the example in Figure 4, where each node has
a transmission range of 1. The system consists of 2n−1 tags
(represented by round nodes) and n+1 readers (represented
by square nodes). The first row of round nodes represent
n − 1 tags and the third row of round nodes represent the
other n tags. The second row of square nodes represent n
readers. Edges have the same cost of 1. Each tag in the
first row is adjacent to every reader in the second row, and
each reader thus has a total cost of li = n. According to
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Figure 4: An analysis of the simple localized scheme.
Square nodes represent readers and round nodes
represent tags. Each node has a transmission range
of 1. Each edge has a cost of 1.

the simple localized scheme described above, each tag in the
third row decides that it should be assigned to the reader at
the bottom with probability 1

2 . Consequently, the bottom
reader receives an expected load of n

2 . However, it is not
hard to devise an assignment where any reader is assigned
at most two tags. This gives us a lower bound of Ω(n) on
the approximation ratio that can be achieved by the simple
one-round localized scheme.

Proposed optimization: Here, the observation is that
readers in the second row are disadvantaged by the mislead-
ing fact that each of them is adjacent to n tags. This is
misleading because each of the n − 1 tags in the first row is
also adjacent to n readers, not just that reader itself. There-
fore, the actual expected load on each reader in the second
row is far less than the nominal value of n. Based on this ob-
servation, if we run one more round of load balancing where
we let li of each reader ui be its expected load assigned in
the previous round, denoted by

∑

vj∈N(ui)

pij · cij ,

we will be able to reach a much more load balanced assign-
ment. For the example in Figure 4, a second round of load
balancing reduces the maximum load on readers to below
3. This maximum load occurs on the bottom reader. In
general, if necessary this iterative optimization can be exe-
cuted for more rounds to achieve even more load balanced
assignments. To enable this iterative LPA (ILPA) scheme,
each reader ui needs to store the pij of each tag vj in N(ui).
We comment on the performance of this optimization in Sec-
tion 7.

6. IMPLEMENTATION
In this section we will discuss how the centralized and lo-

calized load balancing schemes can be implemented in RFID
systems compliant to EPC Generation 2 UHF RFID speci-
fications [1].

Centralized Scheme: In this approach, each reader needs
to communicate information about all tags in its vicinity
to a central entity, e.g.,. the Reader Network Controller
(RNC) [3]. Such communication will be possible using stan-
dardized protocols such as the IETF’s Simple Light-weight
RFID Reader Protocol (SLRRP) [3]. Once the appropriate
tag to reader assignment has been calculated and commu-
nicated back to the readers, the relevant reader can take
responsibility of reading the corresponding tags by appropri-
ately parameterizing the ‘select’ message, used in the reading
process [1].

Localized Scheme: For implementing the localized scheme
we assume that neighboring readers in the system have unique
identifiers (RID) and the read range and write range of a
reader is same. The user memory of the tag can be used to
store the RID and tag count pairs. Here the size of the user
memory may become a constraint but in practical scenarios
it is not expected that a tag would fall in the range of many
readers. Once all the readers have written their RID and tag
count, the tag computes the probabilities as described in Sec-
tion 5 and chooses one of the RIDs by generating a random.
It should be noted that the tags are capable of generating
random numbers as it is an integral part of Q protocol. This
RID is stored at a predefined location RIDLOC in the user
memory. When performing the read operation, the read-
ers include their RID in the select query which is matched
against RIDLOC in the user memory of each tag. In this
way tags respond only to that reader whose RID is written
at RIDLOC and ignore other readers.

7. EVALUATION
Here we present the simulation setup and assess the perfor-

mance of centralized and localized load balancing algorithms
in various RFID topologies. While we may use any general
cost function for MCA, in this evaluation we use energy as
a specific cost metric that we our formulation will minimize.
Energy costs are only relevant to readers (tags have no power
source of their own). For the MCA version of the problem
the transmission energy used by readers is variable and is
proportional to the square of the distance to the tags. For
the MTA version, we assume the transmission energy used
by readers is a fixed constant — as discussed before, this
translates to balancing the number of tags across the read-
ers.

Simulation Environment. All our experiments are performed
by randomly deploying RFID tags and readers in a 1000 ×
1000 square feet grid. The maximum transmission range of
a reader is 12 feet as mentioned in Section 2. We analyze
the efficacy of our proposed load balancing algorithms by
varying the following parameters of the topology:
Tag Density: average number of tags in the range of a
reader.
Skew: measures the variation in the number of tags in range
of different readers. We implement this as follows. We as-
sume readers are placed uniformly at random in the square
area. For different values of a skew parameter, s, the x and y
coordinates of tags are distributed is given by Xs, where X is
a uniform random variable between [0, 1]. Greater the value
of s, greater is the imbalance in the topology, i.e., there is a
greater variability in the number of tags that are in range of
different readers. By varying s, we therefore study topolo-
gies with different degrees of imbalance as might occur in
practice.
Mobility: In typical RFID scenarios, we expect the number
and position of the readers remains fixed, while the number
of tags and their positions are highly dynamic will change
over time. In this paper we evaluate such dynamic RFID
systems by using two different mobility models that define
the pattern of tag movement. (i) Random Mobility: At some
time instants, chosen uniformly at random, some randomly
chosen tags leave the system while new tags enter the sys-
tem at random locations. The position of all the other tags
remains unchanged. (ii) Pattern-based Mobility: Using the
warehouse example, there will be specific instants when new
tags enter the system, e.g., say a truck loaded with objects
enter the warehouse. There will be other instants when exist-
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Figure 5: Energy load vectors of LPA and MCA
with variation in skew. R and T refer to number of
readers and tags respectively. With increasing skew,
maximum bound of energy consumption increases,
however ELV for LPA remains close to that of MCA.

ing tags depart, e.g., a truck carrying another load of objects
depart. We model such scenarios by varying the number of
tags in the warehouse by increasing and decreasing the num-
ber of tags based on arrivals and departures of trucks. The
number of tags in each truck is chosen uniformly at random.

Performance Metrics. To evaluate the efficacy of our pro-
posed schemes we use the following metrics:

Load vectors : provide the entire distribution of cost for
various readers in the system. Each element i in the load
vector represents the number of readers whose cost exceeds
i units. For the MCA problem, cost corresponds to energy
consumption (we call it the Energy Load Vector or ELV),
while for the MTA problem it corresponds to number of tags
(we call it the Tag Load Vector or TLV). In addition, we also
particularly examine the maximum and minimum loads for
different schemes.

Jain’s fairness index [12]: measures the fairness of dif-
ferent load balancing schemes using a single metric. For a

load vector ~L = (l1, l2, ....., ln), this is given by ((
∑n

i=1 li)
2)/(n·

∑n
i=1 l2i ) Intuitively, a load vector’s Jain’s Fairness Index is 1

if it is perfectly fair (i.e., all readers receive equal load), and
is 1

n
if it is completely unfair(i.e., only one reader is assigned

all the tags and all other readers are idle).
Summary of results: Our results, reported next, can be
summarized as follows: The proposed localized heuristic (LPA)
performs nearly as well as the various optimal and near-
optimal centralized algorithms (MTA and MCA) across a
wide-range of scenarios — varying tag densities, skew, and
mobility models. LPA, with its low overheads, and limited
need for interactions, is therefore a technique for efficient
load balancing in RFID systems. Due to space constraints,
we only present a representative set of interesting results
next. An extended version of our evaluation can be found in
the companion technical report [9].

Results
In this section, we present a comparison of LPA against the
centralized algorithms for both static and mobile scenarios.
The plots have been generated taking an average over 200
runs. We also report the 90% confidence interval of these
runs, and since the bounds are tight, sometimes they are
not clearly visible in the figures. For the sake of clarity, in
all the figures presented in this section, the legends are in
the same order (from top to bottom) as the curves in the
figure.
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Figure 6: Tag load vectors of LPA and MTA with
variation in skew. R and T refer to number of read-
ers and tags respectively.

LPA vs MCA. We compare the performance of LPA and
MCA for balancing energy consumption of readers in RFID
system in Figure 5, which shows the ELV plots for different
skew parameters. For the LPA algorithm we use increments
of 2, 5, and 20. LPA uses a greedy approach in acquiring
tags, it does well in balancing load across readers. For LPA,
when the increments are large, the load balancing across
readers improve. (In fact, as our later discussion will show,
that LPA-2 and LPA-5 leads to a better load balanced so-
lution than MCA.) In comparison, the MCA algorithm suc-
cessfully minimizes the maximum value, something which
the localized algorithm does not match.

Finally, as the skew in the system increases, the achievable
load balance is poorer for all algorithms.

In other experiments we observed that the performance of
algorithms is relatively insensitive to varying tag densities
in the environment. These results are omitted due to space
constraints and can be found in the companion technical
report [9].

LPA vs MTA. We compare the performance of LPA and
MTA algorithms, with different skew values in Figure 6. As
before, the load vectors for the two algorithms indicate that
LPA achieves a better load balance — for the skew value of 1,
the TLV curve for LPA remains higher than the TLV curve
for MTA up to a load of 20 and for the latter part of the
graph, the TLV curve for LPA remains below the TLV curve
for MTA. In contrast, MTA achieves its goal of minimizing
the maximum tag count. Note that the goal of the MTA
algorithm is to minimize the maximum tag count only, while
LPA has been designed more with a load balancing objective.
The trend with increase in skew is similar as in the variable
cost version of the problem.

We have also performed a second set of simulations varying
the density of tags in the system keeping a constant skew of
2. As expected the behavior of LPA still remains the same
and closely follows the behavior of MTA. The upper bound
on the number of tags in the vicinity of any reader again
remains equal to that for MTA.

Maximum and minimum values. To demonstrate that,
indeed, the MCA and MTA algorithms are better at mini-
mizing the maximum energy and tag load values respectively,
in Figure 7 we take a closer look at the maximum (and min-
imum) values of these metrics for topologies with different
tag skews. In each case, the MCA and MTA algorithms
has a lower maximum value of energy cost and tag load re-
spectively, when compared to their LPA counterparts. The
results also indicate that the LPA algorithm lags behind by
only a small amount in most cases, implying that the cost
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Figure 8: Jain’s Fairness Index.

of its distributed implementation is not too high. Finally,
the figure illustrates an increase in the maximum values of
the corresponding metrics with an increase in skew of tag
distribution in the system, as is expected.

Fairness. We next examine the fairness properties of the al-
gorithms using the Jain’s fairness index metric in Figure 8.
In panel (a) we can observe that the LPA algorithm with
iteration step of 20 has better performance than the MCA
algorithm, while panel (b) indicates a superior fairness per-
formance of LPA over the MTA algorithm. Finally, we ob-
serve that fairness decreased with increase in skew due to
reduced opportunity of load balancing in such scenarios.

Mobility models. In our evaluation, the results observed
in static scenarios was echoed in mobile scenarios as well.
We present two snapshots, for the MCA case, from our di-
verse mobility experiments in Figure 9. The figure shows
the variation of the Jain’s fairness index over time as tags
entered and left the RFID system. In panel (a) we present
results for the random mobility model while in panel (b)
we present results for the patterned mobility model. In the
case of the reference centralized algorithm (MCA), the al-
gorithm was executed immediately after each mobility event
and provided the best case reference for the localized LPA
algorithm.

Impact of tag storage capacity. RFID tags have very
limited storage capacity so in LPA all the readers in the
vicinity of a tag may not be able to append their cost values
on the tag. We vary the tag storage capacity and assess the
impact of limited storage on the performance of LPA on ran-
dom topologies with varying skew. Figure 10 contrast the
impact of limited storage on random topologies with skew
of 1 and 3 respectively. As evident from these figures, the
effect of limiting the storage is more profound in more evenly
balanced topologies (skew 1) and has minimum effect on im-
balanced topologies (skew 3). This can be attributed to the
fact that imbalanced topologies are inherently difficult to
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Figure 9: Different mobility models to compare per-
formance of the LPA and MTA algorithms for the
tag load metric.

balance and limiting the storage does not effect the perfor-
mance of LPA. Also Figure 10(c) shows the level of fairness
achieved by varying storage capacities for the same skew of
3. It is evident from Figure 10(c) that the impact on fairness
is maximum in the case of low skews and becomes negligible
as skew increases.

8. RELATED WORK
In the literature, Carbunar et al. [6] have studied the

redundant reader elimination problem caused by reader col-
lision, where tags covered by multiple readers suffer from
interference caused by simultaneous transmissions by these
readers. Their objective is to turn off as many readers as
possible (without sacrificing tag coverage), so that reader
collision is minimized and energy consumption is reduced as
well. Our tag assignment problems can be viewed as orthog-
onal to the redundant reader elimination problem: after re-
dundant readers are powered off, our schemes can be applied
to assign tags to active readers in a load balanced manner.

In [14], Kodialam and Nandagopal consider the problem
of efficient estimation of the number of RFID tags in the
system upto a desired level of accuracy. The authors present
a scheme that estimates the cardinality of the tag-sets of
any size in near-constant time. Note that our objective is
quite different from the one considered in [14]: whereas the
algorithm in [14] can be used to estimate the number of tags
in the vicinity of each reader, our algorithm assigns tags so
as to distribute the load evenly amongst readers, once the
tags in the neighborhood of each reader have been identified.

Another related work comes from the well researched max-
imum lifetime broadcast problem [13]. The authors adopt
the same definition of lifetime as the time until first node
failure, which is previously proposed by Chang and Tassi-
ulas [7]. Therefore, their objective is also to minimize the
maximum energy cost at any node. The key difference be-
tween their problem and our problem lies in the definition
of nodal energy cost. In our problem, the energy cost of
a reader is the aggregate energy cost of reading individual
tags. In their problem, because nodes are broadcasting in-
stead of collecting information, one single broadcast trans-
mission suffices to distribute the information to all neighbors
in transmission range. Therefore, their definition of the en-
ergy cost of a node is the minimum energy cost required to
reach all of its children in the broadcast tree. This defini-
tion clearly leads to an optimization problem that is quite
different from ours.

In the context of WLAN, Bejerano et al. have recently
studied a closely related load balancing problem [5] where
the objective is to assign WLAN clients to access points
(APs) in a load balanced manner. The edge between an
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Figure 10: Effects of storage limit on tags on various metrics. The impact of tag storage limit is maximum
for skew =1 and mitigates for skew = 3.

AP and a client also has a cost, which is inversely propor-
tional to its effective bit rate. Their objective is also to
find an assignment of clients to APs. However, the perfor-
mance measure of an assignment is not the maximum cost of
any AP. Instead, they try to optimize the max-min fairness
among APs. Although their problem is seemingly more gen-
eral, it is actually not the case for the general MCA problem
and their approximation algorithm does not automatically
yield the same result for our MCA problem. In the special
case where edge costs are fixed to be the same, they gave
an optimal solution to the max-min fairness problem, which
can be directly used to solve our MTA problem. Nonethe-
less, our solution to the MTA problem is conceptually much
simpler than their solution, as their solution is targeted on
an essentially different problem.

As has been demonstrated in our analysis, our load bal-
ancing problems are also closely related to the classical mini-
mum multiprocessor scheduling problem. We refer interested
readers to the literature [11, 10, 16, 18, 4] for detailed results
about the problem and a number of its variants.

9. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we study load balancing in large-scale RFID

systems. Our objective is assigning tags to readers in such
a way that the maximum total cost required at any reader
to retrieve data from its assigned tags is minimized. The
cost metric is general in nature and can be used to model
various performance measures, e.g., energy costs, time taken
to read tags, etc. For the purpose of illustration, in this
paper we use energy costs as an example performance mea-
sure. We show that even with centralized knowledge about
the system, this general cost problem is NP-hard and cannot
be approximated within a factor less than 3

2 . An efficient 2-
approximation algorithm is then presented. We also consider
an interesting special case where readers use a fixed trans-
mission power, and thus our objective is simply to minimize
the maximum number of tags assigned to any reader. We
show this problem is polynomially solvable with centralized
knowledge, and present a conceptually very simple polyno-
mial time algorithm for optimally solving it. We also propose
a simple and effective localized scheme for the problems we
study. Our results demonstrate that this extremely low cost
scheme can achieve very good performance even in highly
dynamic large-scale RFID systems.
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